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About This Content

Face up to the toil, struggle, pain, strife and hardships of leadership in the latest expansion for Crusader Kings II.

Developed by award winning Paradox Development Studios. The latest iteration to the franchise follows in the proud tradition
of introducing defining new game elements to the narrative.

Crusader Kings II: Way of Life allows you to live life the way you like, be it as a peaceful mystic, a family man or a master of
war. Each chosen focus will tell a different tale and presents an opportunity to forge your path to success by setting your focus

and shaping the destiny of your empire.

Main features:

Set a Focus (a "way of life") for your character to give them an immediate skill boost, develop their abilities and
determine the kind of events and decisions they tend to get (there are ten of these focuses: Rulership, Business, Hunting,
War, Family, Carousing, Seduction, Intrigue, Scholarship and Theology.)

Hundreds of new events and 20 new images.

Many new diplomatic interactions (Duel, Seduce, Banish to Monastery, Break up with Lover, etc).
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expansion - crusader kings ii way of life

I used to be a great fan of Trackmania when I was a teen 10 years ago. I even made a video called Effigies about it.
So I wanted to give a try to the latest one !
After a few hours, I have to admit that disappointment is hard to hide.

Trackmania Turbo has many good things to be noted though:
-The graphics are gorgeous, fun and colorful.
-The tracks are petty nice and there are a lot of them.
-The new car designs are great (I love the new buggy style and especially Roller coaster and Stadium Remake ones)

The minus:
-The menus and game feeling are not great great (console port..)
-No possibility to set the display quality settings ! Seriously ?
-The cars are not well balanced (especially Dirty Valley one, which turns stupidly way too much at low speed and not enough at
high speeds and Roller coaster that sticks to the road turns way too easy). I had serious troubles on some tracks because with the
keyboard my car was crashing INSIDE the turns. Such a super unrealistic and unpleasant driving experience. Trackmania cars
are not meant to be accurate real world simulation of course, but when you reach the point where your concentration is about
not turning too much, that's really mehhh.
-Customization has gone, That makes this game loosing half of its potential, if not even more..
-I heard the VR was super limited as well which is a shame because it's my new top interest.
-I see that nobody at Nadeo's cares about fixing all the points users complaint about by hundreds - That is a really a
disappointing behavior guys if you read the reviews at least.

The Ubisoftization of Trackmania result is here, a fun, open game made for the community that became a less fun closed game,
cheaply ported from console for the casual entertainment market.. Perfect roguelike. Combines tons of loot, varied enemies,
tactics, amazing bosses, and so much more.. -DO NOT BUY UNLESS YOU WANT TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOPMENT-

WARNING: THIS GAME IS EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO
ACTIVELY SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAME AND ARE PREPARED TO HANDLE WITH SERIOUS ISSUES
AND POSSIBLE INTERRUPTIONS OF GAME FUNCTIONING.

*** Good and Bad things in game so far ***

+Nice graphics
+Not many laggs
+Some Quests
+Not so PVP everywhere , for who cried about it :) alot of PvE here .
+Dev team responding on steam comunity

-Lack of quests
-Lack of tutorials
-Cant modify the keybinds
-Crapy and laggy weapon handling
-Took me 3 hours to fully complete the game ( early access , all quests ) and i have nothing more to do exept waiting for new
content to be added .

From all this that i have expirienced at this stage , i will fully reccomend this game , it has alot of potential . overall 8\/10 .. I
want to start on a positive note. The story has a cool werewolves are a genetic mutation of humans background instead of a
supernatural one. Also, the romance angle is the best I have seen in the CYOA games I have read. Now the bad news. The
romance choices seem to be the only ones in the game where your choices actually go the way you expected. Too often I would
make a choice and another character would do something that caused the opposite of what I intended. Some of that is expected
in these games, but not as much as this one. Also, the game is too grim for my taste, but that is just preference.
I was hoping for a surprise liking similar to The Wayhaven Chronicles for me, as I am not usually into werewolves or vampires.
Perhaps someone more into the genre would like this, so thumbs up for that.. Lovingly detailed sprite based RTS. I've had
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populations of over 24,000 units (villagers in mines included) on my side alone on a huge skirmish map with 6 other computer
controlled players. You must farm or fish (food), chop wood, quarry stone, mine coal, Iron and gold to supply your army. I love
this game and will die playing this game. Easily my favorite RTS of all time. Its cheap no reason not to add it to your RTS
library. Give it a go!
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Nothing exceptional,but it's overall a decent platform game,you may want to get it on sale.. This game was short but fun. I play
it several times, trying out different starter countries and agents. Love the visuals and game mechanics. Since this is an early
access game, I am not surprised there are still some bugs need fixing. And I think more agents and science projects would be
more interesting, But overall, great game!. A great bang for buck snowball game. There aren't tons of modes but for $2.99 it's
good fun. Using a cannon is a nice change from using your hands\/arms to chuck snowballs, and it's very gratifying. I got startled
when the flying dudes flew into me at warp speed. I like how the bells works too, where your firing speed depends on the
number of snowballs you have.

A huge plus is having steam leaderboards too. Devs who make cheap games often opt out of this but it's a nice touch especially
for a $3 game.

My overviews: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tnitxI7LGDY.
\u79c1\u306f\u65e5\u672c\u30dc\u30c3\u30c8\u3067\u3059
(I am Japan Bot)
\u79c1\u306f\u65e5\u672c\u304b\u3089\u6765\u307e\u3057\u305f
(I am from Japan). Short, Fun, Relaxing, challenging at times. Very good, if you don't agree. You dumb lol xd. Like the pixel art
:) I am not really a fighter veteran...but so far, wishemere is great fun :). Only If is the sort of puzzle sequence/fever dream that
would arise if you happened to find yourself drugged by a psychopath who has access to a house full of intercoms. Since that
appears to be the plot here, I'd have to call that a success. It's an interesting concept and the puzzles along the way are solid. The
game's short and is free. This would usually be the part of the review where I ask you why you've waited to get into this game.
However, none of that promise ever goes anywhere.

Near the end, it does seem like all the absurd ranting that makes up the plot is starting to lead to some grand conclusion, and
then it abruptly doesn't. I was left feeling almost foolish having strained to hear all that dialogue as it constantly shifted between
a howl and a whisper. There also doesn't seem to be an option for subtitles, which is odd for a game that relies so completely on
its voice-overs.

On top of the oscillating audio, the screen constantly bobs slightly, likely to mimic the protagonist's drugged state. I couldn't
manage to finish the game in a single session - despite only a two or three hour runtime - due to the motion sickness that “clever
technique” gave me. Considering the top thread in the game's discussion board, I'm not the only one so affected either.

I have played games far less ambitious, far less intriguing, and far less polished than Only If. And while the game is by no means
a failure, I can't say it's worth the headache.
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